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THEGENDEROF SUBSTANTIVATEDADJECTIVES;
WITH A PROPOSALFORTHE SIMPLIFICATION OFARTICLE

30.a.i. (2) Z.N.(S.) 2259

By George C. Steyskal

(Systematic Entomology Laboratory, USDA, cjo U.S. National

Museum, Washington D.C. 20560, USA)

Although the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature
(Appendix D, 4) recommends against the use of adjectives as genus

names in the statement "A Latin adjective or past participle should

not be used for a genus-group name, e.g., Prasina, Productus," such

names are numerous in the Uterature, some dating back to the

earliest authors. Because Greek adjectives are not mentioned, they

would seem to be tacitly accepted.

2. Inasmuch as any word in its use as a genus-group name
becomes ipso facto a noun (ICZN, Art. 11. f : A genus-group name
must be a noun in the nominative singular or be treated as such),

such names, if basically adjectival, may be called substantivated

adjectives, a term recognized in the Oxford EngUsh Dictionary with

a citation of usage dating back to 1552. They are also called

substantivized adjectives. The definition given is: "'Substantivate,

pa. ppl. Obs. rare "*
[f. med. L. substantivat-, pa. ppl. stem of

substantivare, f. substantivus Substantive] \ Made into or used as a

substantive."

3. There would seem to be little reason for objecting to the

use of substantivated adjectives as genus-group names on more than

one account. In the first place, inasmuch as it is required that such

names be spelled with a capital or upper-case initial letter no
confusion with identical words used as species group names is

likely, because similarly the latter are now at least required to be

spelled with minuscule or lower-case initials. From another

standpoint the use of substantivated adjectives has a firm base in

classical grammar, both in Latin and Greek. Indeed, so little

distinction was made between noun and adjective in classical times

that Donatus' grammar, stated by Chase (1926) to be "by far the

most commonly used grammar between 400 A.D. and 1500,"

begins with the following: "'Partes orationis quot sunt? Octo. Quae?
Nomen pronomen verbum adverbium participium coniunctio

praepositio interiectio" or in Enghsh: "How many parts of speech

are there? Eight. What? Noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, participle,

conjunction, preposition, interjection." And in Russian, which, hke
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the classical languages, has 3 genders, adjectives are considered a

subclass of "names" (imja, pi. imena), imja sushschestvitel'noe =

noun or substantive; imja prilagatel'noe = adjective. Czech does

similarly. Most modemlanguages readily substantivate adjectives. A
great many words, often quite appropriate and simple, would be

available for use as genus-group names, if these facts were officially

recognized.

4. The chief problem in the use of substantivated adjectives

as genus-group names is determination of the gender of those whose
gender is not recognizable from their form, because both Latin and
Greek adjectives have classes in which the adjectives have distinct

forms for 3, 2, or no gender. In other words, some adjectives, like

albus, alba, album, have a distinct form for each of the 3 genders;

others may have the same form for masculine and feminine and a

different form for neuter (fortis, m. and f.; forte, n.); and a third

rather large class has the same form for all 3 genders (ferox,

euodes). The last example is of a Greek adjective which has 2 forms
in Greek (euodes, m. and f.; euodes, n.) distinguished by the next to

last letter, eta tj for m. f. and epsilon c for neuter, but both are

transcribed into Latin by the same letter e.

5. The substantivated adjectives which do not in themselves

indicate their gender are those whose gender must be determined by
other criteria. The many genus-group names ending in -odes and
-oides are in this category. They are compounds formed by one or

more elements to which the formant -odes / -oides is added. This
formant is itself derived from a Greek neuter noun eidos 'form' and
the ending -es / -es. It thus forms compounds strictly comparable to

Latin compounds with -formis, such as uniformis, filiformis, mostly
Neo-Latin, and it too is derived from a noun, the Latin feminine
noun forma plus the adjective-forming ending -is.

6. A few of the more complete Latin grammars deal with the
matter of adjectives used substantively as follows, examples and
usage being omitted.

(a) Hale & Buck (1903, 1966). Paragraph 250. "Certain
adjectives and Participles are used as Substantives. 1. In the Singular
Number, the Masculine denotes a class of persons, the Neuter a
quality, or a corresponding abstract idea ... 2. In the Plural, the
Masculine denotes a class of persons, the Neuter either a class of
things or a number of instances of a quality ...251. Many words
which came to be used as simple Nouns were originally Adjectives
or Participles . .

."

(b) Allen & Greenough (1888). Paragraph 288. "Adjectives
are often used as Nouns {substantively), the mascuUne usually to
denote men or people in general of that kind, the feminine women.
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and the neuter things- ... a. Certain adjectives have become
practically nouns, and are often modified by other adjectives or by
the possessive genitive:- . . . b. When ambiguity would arise from
the substantive use of an adjective, a noun must be added: - . . . c.

Many adjectives are used substantively either in the singular or the

plural, with the added meaning of some noun which is understood
from constant association: - . . . Paragraph 289. Neuter adjectives

are used substantively in the following special senses: - a. The neuter

singular may denote either a single object or an abstract quality: - . .

. b. The neuter plural is used to signify objects in general having the

quality denoted, and hence may stand for the abstract idea: - . . . c.

A neuter adjective may be used as an appositive or predicate noun
with a noun of different gender: - triste lupus stabulis the wolf
[is] a grievous thing for the fold . . . d. A neuter adjective may be

used as an attributive or a predicate adjective with an infinitive or a

substantive clause: -
. .

."

(c) Gildersleeve & Lodge (1895). "Paragraph 204 (Syntax
of Subject). "Notes — 1. Masculine and feminine adjectives, and to

a less degree participles, are used as substantives, but with the

following limitations: (a) Many adjectives in -arius and -icus (the

latter mostly Greek), designating office or occupation, and words
expressing friendship, kinship, or other relationship are often used
as substantives both in the Sing, and the PI. of the masculine and
feminine: . . . (b) Adjectives are very often used as substantives in

the masc. PI. When they designate a class: . . . (c) On the use of

participles as substantives see 437 (viz., The participle may be used

as a substantive . . . ) (d) When persons are not meant, a substantive

is understood: ... 2. Neuter adjectives and participles are freely

employed as substantives in both numbers ... 3. Adjectives of the

Second Declension are sometimes used as neuter substantives in the

Gen., after words of quantity or pronouns ... 4. Instead of the

neuter adjective, the word res, thing, is frequently used, especially

in forms which are identical for different genders, and consequently

ambiguous . .
."

(d) DanieUi, Saccomanno, &Tantucci (1959) (my translation

from Italian). Paragraph 3 9. "Adjectives in Latin, as in ItaUan, may
be used without a substantive to which they refer (substantivated

adjectives, Italian aggettivi sostantivati). This occurs (1) with

adjectives for which it is easy to infer the substantive that usually

accompanies them: . . ., (2) with adjectives (or participles) which
become masculine or feminine personal nouns . . ., (3) with

masculine plural adjectives which may indicate a class of persons . .

. . , and (4) with neuter adjectives commonly only in the 3 direct

cases (nominative, accusative, and vocative) in singular and plural. .
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7. A similar situation in regard to substantivated adjectives

prevailed in Greek, but in that language the presence of an article in

3 gender forms (ho, he, to; similar to German der, die, das) more
frequently defined the gender of the substantivated adjective with
which it was used.

8. Smyth (1920, 1956) gives a convenient summary of the

situation in classical Greek: Paragraph 1021. "An attributive

adjective (or participle) generally with the article, often dispenses

with its substantive, and thus itself acquires the value of a substan-

tive, a. This occurs when the substantive may be supplied from the

context; when it is a general notion; or when it is omitted in

common expressions of a definite character, when the ellipsis is

conscious. Paragraph 1022. MascuUne or feminine, when the

substantive is a person: . . . Paragraph 1023. Neuter, when the

substantive idea is thing in general: . . . Paragraph 1024. In words
denoting a collection of persons or facts: . . .; and in words denoting

festivals . . . Paragraph 1025. With participles, especially in

Thucydides: . . . The action of the verb is here represented as taking

place under particular circumstances or at a particular time. These
participles are not dead abstractions, but abstract qualities in

action. Paragraph 1026. A substantivized adjective may appear in

the neuter plural as well as in the neuter singular: . . . Paragraph

1027. In commonexpressions a definite noun is often impUed (such

as hemera day, hodos way, cheir hand). Paragraph 1028. The
context often determines the substantive to be supplied: . . .

Paragraph 1029. From such substantivized adjectives arose many
prepositional and adverbial expressions of which source the Greeks
themselves had probably lost sight. Many of these seem to be
analogues of phrases once containing hodos . . . Paragraph 1039.

Adjectives used substantively may take an attributive . .
."

9. From all the foregoing it would seem clear that the

substantivated adjective takes its gender, as does an adjective in any
use, from that of the substantive to which it refers, or, as it is

sometimes expressed, the word that it modifies or qualifies or that

governs it. In more modemgrammatical terminology, the adjectival

phrase is said to consist of a head (-word), which is a substantive,

and words (adjectives and determiners) subordinate to it. There is

nothing in a substantivated adjective in itself in the classical

languages, when it is of a form which may be used with head-words
of more than one gender, to indicate its gender. It is for that reason

that the Latin grammarians state that in some circumstances a word
such as res, thing, must be supplied in order to obviate ambiguity.

Clearly, in the case of substantivated adjectives, the headword is

implied.
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10. There are those who consider that the gender of
substantivated adjectives is (or should be) determined by the gender
of the word from which the penultimate element of a compound is

derived; as, for example, they consider the genus nsime San talo ides

to be neuter because the genus name from which the compound is

derived, Santalum, is neuter. This is clearly contrary to classical or

other grammatical practice. The notion has been attributed to

Brown ( 1 954) and Steam ( 1 966).

11. Brown (1954, p. 53) is somewhat ambiguous in his

statements: "In such instances the gender of the compound is that

of the governing noun. Here, for example, belong the many
substantives having -oides and -opsis as adjectival terminations. If

both components of a compound are adjectival and the compound
is the generic term of a binomial, its gender may remain dubious
unless clearly indicated by the author. Such words need not and
should not be created for use as generic terms. They may be
avoided by transformation of the adjectival terminations into noun
forms whose gender is definite. In making noun compounds having
adjectival terminations in -oideus, -oidea, -oideum, and the like, the

word-coiner should be careful to adjust the adjectival ending to the

gender of the governing noun."

12. If the term "governing noun" in the quotation be taken

in its classical grammatical sense, Brown certainly does not refer to

gender determined by the derivational base-word, but the last clause

is hard to understand in this sense. Curtis W. Sabrosky, who knew
the late Roland W. Brown well, tells me that he did indeed

subscribe to the idea of the gender being determined by the gender

of the derived base. Incidentally, opsis is not an adjectival ending,

but a Greek noun. And the termination oideus, -oidea, -oideum is

not classical, but Neo-Latin.

13. Steam, neither in his proposal for the International Code
of Botanical Nomenclature (Steam, 1954) nor in his 1966
textbook, partook of the notion of gender by derivation. In his

proposal, which has been accepted into the present (1972)
Botanical Code as Recommendation 75A (4), he stated "Generic

names ending in -oides or -odes are adjectives given the status of

nouns; the qualified word such as planta (f.), herba {i.),filix (f.) or

botane being understood." and "It is appreciated that the ancients

might have given such names the gender of the first element. . . To
adopt such a procedure nowadays . . . would introduce unnecessary

complications without any compensating advantages and would be

contrary to the prevailing view that generic names ending in the

same element should have the same gender." In his 1966 book he

states (p. 265) that "Botanical names ending in -odes and -oides are
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now all treated as feminine" but on the following page he states

that "In classical Latin such words took the gender of the noun
providing the stem - thus sesamoides was neuter like sesamum - and
their gender is not evident from their form." No evidence of this

was seen in the grammars I searched. The example given by Steam,
neuter sesamoides from neuter sesamum, is in Latin lexicons, so

also are masculine dendroides from neuter dendron and neuter
cynoides from common (masculine or feminine) cyon.

14. The point made by Steam in the second quotation in the

preceding paragraph that "generic names ending in the same
element should have the same gender" is well taken, as shown by
such a rule adopted into the Botanical Code, admittedly as a

Recommendation, but the many such in that Code are commonly
accepted as having the force of rules. Steam also states that the

-odes I -oides names are usually masculine in zoology. To determine
what the usual gender of the implied "governing" nouns is among
the many various ones such as animal in.), avis (f.), vermis (m.),

insectum (n.), piscis (m.) would be both difficult and useless. There
is some justification for the botanists' settling upon feminine, but
the dictionary citation form, masculine, would seem most logical

for zoology for the purposes of standardization, regularity, and ease

of application of nomenclatural rules. Uniformity by rule would
certainly be simpler than the present provision of using the original

author's designation of gender in those all-too-few cases where an
author did designate or indicate a gender.

15. ICZN already recognizes the principle of considering

variables as masculine in Article 30.a.i. (2): "A noun of variable

gender, masculine or feminine, is to be treated as masculine, unless

its author states, when he first publishes the name, that it is

feminine, or so treats it in combination with an adjectival specific

name." Such generic names as those in -odes / oides certainly

qualify for consideration as nouns of variable gender, and not only
masculine or feminine but neuter as well.

16. I would go further for the sake of regularity and ease of
application of mles and propose that the above provision be pared
down to simply:

A noun (or substantivated adjective) of variable gender is to

be treated as masculine.
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